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2. Using the chart on pages 4 and 5, compare the prosthetic hand of 1668 to one derigned
in 2001.
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Explein why Rudy has artlficial legs. Givo 4 reason$,.
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One Erave Heart
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design of Rudv's regs that he uses for running. Laber your sketch *irt, ,euera , 
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4' what challenges would you face if you needed a prosthetic arm?
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5. Was this easy or hard to read? Exptairr yoilr answer.
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Name:

Rudy and others have been helped by great improvements in prosthefics-

from hearts to teeth to tcres. Artificial l imbs are now stronger and more

comfortable than ever before.

In the pasf prosthetic arms and legs were made from wood. They were

heavy and wore out quickly. The leather straps that attached a limb to the

body didn't provide a very good fit. Today, artificial leEs like Rudy's are made

with titinium. lt is a lightweight but strong metal .o*ffiffused by NASA.

Suction cups and handmade sockets give a better fit. Scientists are using the

finest designs in nature to craft prosthetics. For instance, customized legs for

runners are often curved like those of a cheetah. This enables the wearer to ,
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cover greater distance in a single stride. fl l l '
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Ask, after reading, the following questions:

When you corne to a challenging word, how do you figure ir out?

Word srategies:
.*-l4eread it
."- ask someone
__ look it up irr the dicricnary
_-"-* skip it
-  {  sound i tout
"-.-*-,,* use context clues

,. ,, look it up on the ,nt€rnet

_ look at the picture
*_ break the word into sllburc,
** chunk the word

- cover the ending and look for smaller words,
prefixes, suffxes

_ use the index, glossary, or the back of the book
--- reorganlze the words
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Other:

lf you are reading a paragraph and it does not make sense, what do vou do?

Senselstrateo jes:

,L{ ,eread ii
**- skip it
_.__*- try another book
_^* make a picture in my mind
""_* rnake notes on what l've read
_ ask quesUons of the piece
'_-* ask romeone
*. _., use text features
, , " make a connection between the text, myself, tlre yrorld, another text

_--- look in rhe par.agraph for words I do know
_ look at the pictures and the captions
-- tty and make it make sense
*_ slow down in pace
._-_-* stop and think about it
_",^ read aloud
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Did you know much about prosthetics or Rudy before| I ,\ I l^ + O a n]- th t S

What connections can you rnake to 'One Brave Heart'{ ?eiltl ._-f)r(F,,r[Crt' '
what i5 something about prosthetics or Rudy that surprised you? oRl>'
What is somethtng new thar you tearned about prosthetics or Rudy? )| thl a d"" 1- lrs,).

Prostherics or Rudy: - knew a tot before -/knewtittte before t4ttl- o* 
-( ^r,]ilConnections:

Surprise 0R Learned:

**Give a compliment to each student on hislher orat reading.
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